To BME GROWTH
Barcelona, 19 January 2022
In accordance with the provisions of article 17 of Regulation (EU) no. 596/2014 on
market abuse and article 226 of the consolidated text of the Securities Market Law,
approved by Royal Legislative Decree 4/2015, of 23 October, and related provisions,
Holaluz-Clidom, S.A. (the “Society”) hereby informs you of the following information:

OTHER RELEVANT INFORMATION
Holaluz acquires three Spanish installation companies to accelerate The
Rooftop Revolution
After the announcement last July of its installation companies acquisition plan,
together with the December 16th announcement of the capital entry of GmbH and
Pelion Green Future Alpha GmbH with an investment of 7.5 million euros, Holaluz
acquires its first three installers: Katae Energía SL. (Lérida), Serna Energía SL.
(Alicante) y GHC instalaciones- Gestión Hidráulica Canarias, SL. (Tenerife).
The three acquisition operations allow Holaluz to consolidate its leadership position
in the spanish regions of Catalonia, Levante and the Canary Islands. The green
energy company increases its installation total capacity by 25 % in Spain,
accelerating the solar growth plan, ensuring operations scalability, and enabling
control over the entire end-to-end process.
In this framework and to support the strong growth forecast for this year, Holaluz has
opted to strengthen the teams focused on executing The Rooftop Revolution. That is
why Holaluz plans to incorporate commercial solar experts and additional installers
in the spanish regions of Catalonia, Madrid, Valencia, the Balearic Islands, Murcia,
Seville, and Malaga during the first quarter of 2022.

All these measures will create a hybrid structure of own installers and agreements
with trusted local installers that will ensure the scalability of operations throughout
Spain.

Holaluz understands the present electricity market price volatility as a unique
opportunity to consolidate the Rooftop Revolution and transform the current energy
model in Spain.
The Rooftop Revolution already encompasses 6,295 managed installations, 378,202
clients, and a representation portfolio of more than 1,630 MW as of September 30,
2021.
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